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- fact-finding tour
- a first hand impression of the journey’s topic itself and of Germany and its
people
- meeting with experts and exchange with participants from different
countries
- visits to different institutions and organisations of relevance to the field
- cultural programme

Semantic Hub provides the experts
of pharmaceutical companies
with “reality check” on patient journey
based on millions of real patient stories

Pharmaceutical companies are always interested in getting to
know their “real patient”. However, it’s a hard task
§ In Clinical Trials, pharmaceutical companies often work with “ideal”
patients. So, they experience the lack of knowledge on their real
patients, especially for complex, multifactorial diseases
§ Collecting Real World Evidence (RWE) from Electronic Health Records is
not always possible
§ Offline methods (such as focus groups, interviews) are often subject to
bias – due to small samples, socially desirable responding and
impossibility to foresee questions aimed at gathering unexpected
insights
§ Meanwhile, patients, their caregivers and doctors generate huge
amounts of RWE data in the Internet every minute

Digitalization opens new windows of opportunities. The only
problem is to select the right tool in order to see your “right
patient”
§ Unfortunately, most of the existing
tools aimed at analyzing social
networks, forums, patients blogs,
etc. have a very limited functionality,
such as tracking mentions of a
brand, sentiment analysis and
extracting adverse events
§ Deep semantic analysis of natural
language texts is needed to provide
a brand new digital paradigm of
extracting medical and marketing
insights on patient journey

Semantic Hub provides a totally new paradigm for gathering
knowledge on patient journey and intelligent stratification of
patients
Semantic Hub provides:
§ Broad coverage of information: millions of real stories for each indication (e.g.
Diabetes by type) based on posts of patients, their caregivers and doctors
§ Comprehensive analysis based on text mining and natural language understanding
(500+ semantic categories for each case)
§ Unbiased results, unexpected insights…
Semantic Hub extracts knowledge from the millions of user posts (patient forums, QA
sites, professional social networks for doctors, etc.) and gathers unbiased data on how
patient archetypes look like. It includes knowledge on the patient’s life cycle in terms of
experienced symptoms / triggers for diagnostics, relations with HCP, values,
expectations and emotional aspects, unmet needs, awareness and opinions (incl.
myths), digital sources patients believe, drivers and barriers in choosing a treatment,
and so on – which can be used as a source of unexpected medical insights.

Natural Language Processor of Semantic Hub extracts every
important piece of information from each patient’s story

Then, thousands of stories are pulled together to build patient
archetypes and to form timelines of their journeys. Data can be
compared with insights from other sources

The analysis can be carried out for various countries and
regions

51 млрд. $

Semantic Hub supports critical decisions during several
stages of a drug life cycle
Other Semantic Hub solutions provide pharmaceutical companies with the following
possibilities:
§ Identification of patients with orphan diseases. For orphan and rare diseases, Semantic Hub
provides full scale screening of the Internet and identifies patients to form the “funnel” for further
analysis. It provides deep scanning of patient stories in patient forums, groups in social networks,
health-related QA portals, etc. It builds the picture of their journey through the local healthcare
system from the manifestation of disease to diagnosis, and afterwards. The solution brings the
most benefit during a prelaunch stage
§ After a launch, Semantic Hub identifies already diagnosed, as well as underdiagnosed, patients in
the Internet and / or other information sources. It screens and extracts stories of patients potentially
having a disease to form the funnel of leads for further diagnostics and treatment. Such
screening supports early detection of the disease, which is critical both in terms of efficacy for
patients and the image of a company
§ To support the leadership of your portfolio, Semantic Hub selects the promising assets (or the
threats to your products) out of the universe of drug candidates and qualifies them according to a
variety of success and risk factors. It doesn’t replace experts, but enables them to get rid of routine
work and to focus on the most intelligent tasks

The detailed description of each solution can be provided by request.

What is unique about Semantic Hub?
§ Not just data, but the support of your decisions. The results are provided to our Customers with
actionable (sometimes unexpected!) insights. The results are represented in a form of a report with
infographics or as an interactive portal
§ AI which works in synergy with your experts. We use AI and deep understanding of natural
language. We have implanted expert knowledge from the industry into our software – not to replace
your experts, but to help them focus on the most intelligent / critical activities. We focus on Pharma as
our one and only industry and have a huge expertise there
§ Interactive design and subscription model. Our approach is very flexible, so the Customer can
generate and check new hypotheses during the research. After the project is implemented, there is a
subscription for regular updates, so gathering fresh data e. g. twice a year requires almost no effort
from the Customer
§ Security issues – checked and approved by HQs of multinational pharmaceutical companies.
Software is deployed on servers in Germany
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